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POINTWISE IN TERMS OF WEAK CONVERGENCE1

J. R. BAXTER

ABSTRACT.    Let  (fi, ?, p) be a measure space, /¿(fi) < oo.   Let  X

be a sequence of measurable functions on fi taking values in a compact

metric space M.   The set of bounded shopping times r for the X    isa

directed set under the obvious ordering.   The following theorem is proved:

X   converges pointwise almost everywhere if and only if the generalized
n

sequence  ]4>(X )du converges for every continuous function <p on M.   The

martingale theorem is proved as an application.

I. The general result.  Let  (fi, J, p) be a measure space, p(Çl) < oo.   Let

M be a compact metric space, C(/M) the space of continuous functions on M.

Let X   = fi -» M be measurable, n = 1, 2,- ••.   Define ?   = Î(X,, • • •, X  ).
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A map r: fi —► jl, 2,* * * 1 will be called a stopping time it \t = n\ £ $    tot

all n.   Let V be the collection of bounded stopping times r.

Definition 1. A map f:Y —* R will be called a generalized sequence.

We write f{r) = a .   A generalized sequence zz   will be said to converge to a

number a if for every  e > 0 there exists a £ Y such that \a   — a\ < e tot r > a

(cf. [2, 1.7.1]).   Clearly we may choose  a= n everywhere for some n.   It is

easy to see that a generalized sequence aT converges if and only if for every

strictly increasing sequence  r(n) £ Y the ordinary sequence  a . . converges.

The basic result is Theorem 1.   A similar theorem in a continuous-time

setting appears in Meyer  [3, Proposition 6(a), p. 232].   References to results

of the same sort by F. Mertens and M. Rao are also given in [3].

Theorem 1.   The following two statements are equivalent:

(i) X    converges pointwise almost everywhere on fi.

(ii) For every cf> £ <2(M), fcp(X )dp is a convergent generalized sequence.

Proof, (i) => (ii).  Fix cp £ C(M).   If (i) holds then cp(Xn) converges

pointwise almost everywhere on fi.   The usual proof of Lebesgue's bounded

convergence theorem applies without any real change.
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(ii) => (i).   Let us first consider the case M = [0, 1].   Let (ii) hold and

(i)not hold.   We will obtain a contradiction.   Let X~ = lim sup X  , X    =

lim inf X .   Then p(\X    4 X~¡)> 0, so there exist a and ß such that

p(\X_ <a < ß< X~\)> 0.   Choose  e > 0 such that p(\X _ < a < ß < X~\) > e.

Define cp £ &(M) so that cS = 0 on [0, a], and cp = 1 on [ß, 1].   It is easy to

see that for any n we can find bounded stopping times a, y such that y > a >

n, !Xcr>a!CÍCT=y!,and p(\Xa < a < ß < Xy \) > e.   Then fcp(Xy)>

fcf>(X  ) + e.   Hence the sequence  Jcp(XT) cannot converge, and a contradiction

is obtained.   Thus (ii) =» (i) is proved, for the case M = [0, l].   This is the

standard case, since   [a, b] is homeomorphic to [0, 1] for — oo<zz<è<oo.

In the general case, if (ii) holds we use the preceding result to show

that cp(X  ) converges pointwise almost everywhere on fi, for each cp in C(M).

Let \cf> .\ be a countable dense subset of C(M).   There exists fi   C fi such

that /z(fl - fi. ) = 0 and cp .(X  (oj)) converges as 77 —> 00 for each co £ fi  , and

all i.   Hence  cp(X  (co)) converges as n —» 00 for each co in fi  , and all cp in

C(M).   It follows that X  {co) converges for each co in fi .   This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.

Definition 2. A. collection K C £(/M) will be called a separating class

if for any bounded Borel measures p and q on M,  fcpdp = fcpdq fot all cp £ K

implies p = q.   A collection K of Borel functions on M will be said to gene-

rate a separating class if the set of all linear combinations of functions in K

contains a separating class in <2(M).   The functions in K need not be con-

tinuous.

Corollary to Theorem 1.   The following condition is equivalent to (i) and

(ii) of Theorem 1:

(iii)   [cf>(X )dp exists and is convergent for each cp in a collection K that

generates a separating class in &(M).

Proof.  It is enough to show (iii) =» (ii).   We may assume a is a separat-

ing class in (2(M).   The proof is then the same as that for ordinary sequences,

applied to X        for each strictly increasing sequence r(n) £ Y.

Example 1.  Let M = [- 00, 00].   Let KQ be the collection of functions cp,

continuous on (- 00, 00), such that:

(1) cp is constant on (— 00, a] and cf> is linear and increasing on  [a, oo),

for some a, and

(2) cp is arbitrary at ± 00.

Then K0 generates a separating class in C(M), since the characteristic

function of any interval [b, oa) is a bounded pointwise limit of differences of

members of J\n.
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It is clearly desirable to have to check the convergence of fcp(X )dp

fot as few c^'s as possible.   The following observation is useful in this

respect, though it will not be needed in §2.

Lemma. Let cp and 8 be Borel functions on M such that fcp(X )dp and

fd(X )dp converge and such that fcp V 8(X )dp is bounded above. Then

fcp V 8(XT)dp converges.

Proof. Given e > 0, choose N such that t, o > N implies \fcp(X ) -

jçHX^)! < fand \fd(Xr) - fd&J] < e.   Choose r > N such that fcp V  6(X J <

fcp V  8{X ) + e for any a> N.   Now suppose o>r.   Choose   Borel sets A and

B such that A n B = 0, A UB=M,aSVi9=cSonA, and cp V 6 = 6 on B.

Define the stopping time  a1 by a. « a on X~  (A) and a   = r on X~1(B).

Clearly fcp(XT) < fcp(X    ) + e.   Then
1

Similarly

f 0 V 6{X7) <  ( cp V 6{Xa) + e.
JX~l(A) JX~1iA)

f 4> V fXX,) <  f ç!» V ö(xa)
'X-'tß) Xr '(B)

Thus  J0 V 6»(Xr)< /ç!. V ö(Xa)+ 2e, so that

Jai V 6{X)- ¡<p y 6{X0.)\ <2e,

and the Lemma is proved.

2. The martingale theorem.   Let  M = [— oo, oo].   The sequence  X     of §1

will be called a submartingale if

(a) E(|XJ)< oofor all 72, and

(b) F(X     ,|X  ,•••, X,)>X   for all 72.v     ' v     72 +1 '77' ' 1—        77

We wish to prove the martingale theorem [1, Chapter 7]:

Theorem 2.   Let  E(\X   \) be bounded.   Then  X    converges pointwise

almost everywhere.

Proof,  (a) and (b) imply by the submartingale stopping theorem that for

T, a £ Y with T > cr we have E(XJ\Xa) > X^.   Then by Jensen's inequality we

have  E(cp(X ))> E(cf>(X  )) tot any cp £ K  , where  K    is defined in Example

1.   That is, fcp(X )dp is a monotonie generalized sequence for each cp £ K  .

Since  f\ X  \dp is bounded, so is fcf¡(X  )dp, fot each rA £ K .   Hence, since

fcp(X )dp is monotonie, it is also bounded, for each cp £ K  .   As usual a
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bounded, monotonie generalized sequence must converge.   By the corollary

to Theorem 1, X    must converge almost everywhere on fi to a finite or in-

finite limit.   The boundedness of F(|X   |) shows that the limit is finite al-

most everywhere, so Theorem 2 is proved.

The author wishes to thank Professor R. V. Chacon for stimulating and

useful discussions on this topic.
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